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The Court,
Having

seen

that

the

accused

GUEORGUI

VALENTINOV MIHAILOV was arraigned before her and
charged:

1.

With having at Valletta on the 6 th of July, 1999 committed theft
of a purse containing the sum of LM 36, credit card and other
documents to the detriment of Sharon Bugeja.

2.

Charged with having on the 6th July, 1999 at Gzira by means of
unlawful practice or by the use of any fictitious name, or the
assumption of any false designation, or by means of any other
deceit, device or pretence, calculated to lead to the belief in the
existence of any fictitious enterprise or of any imaginary
power, influence or credit, or to create the expectation or
apprehension of any chimerical event, when he made use of a
stolen credit card at The Phone Shop, Gzira, and made gain of
the sum of LM105 to the detriment of Sharon Bugeja.

3.

Charged with having during the same circumstance in any way
whatsoever, knowingly aided or abetted the perpetrator or
perpetrators of the crime, in the acts by means the crime was
prepared or completed.

Having seen the consent issued by the Attorney General on the 23 rd of
September, 1999 in terms of Section 370 (4) of the Criminal Code for
the case to be dealt with summarily.

Having heard the admission of the accused for all the charges brought
forward against him has no alternative but to find the accused guilty
of all charges.

Having seen the relevant sections of the Criminal Code in particular
Sections 42, 261, 284 and 308.

With regards to punishment the Court heard the Prosecution declare
that the accused has returned the stolen purse with all its documents
to its legitimate owner and also that the accused collaborated with the
Prosecution collaborated with her throughout the investigation and
saw the admission of the accused at the early stages of the
proceedings, orders in terms of Section 5 (1) of Chapter 152 of the
Laws of Malta that the accused is put under the supervision of a
Probation Order for a period of three years and nominates as his
Probation Officer Marietta Lanzon and in terms of Section 11 (1) of
the same Chapter of the Laws of Malta that he pays the sum of LM
105 to the victim Sharon Bugeja within a period of six months from
today, which sum represent the damages sustained by her.

The Court explained the judgement to the Probationer and what
happens should he fail to observe the conditions imposed by the
Court and the Probationer declares that he understood the judgement.

The Court orders the Probation Officer to report to her on the
Probationer every six months and orders that a copy of this judgement
is sent to the Probation Officer Marietta Lanzon.

Consuelo Scerri Herrera LL D
Magistrate

